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Abstract— This paper presents an augmented reality frame-
work, implemented on the master console of a modified da
Vinci R� surgical robot, that enables the operator to design and
implement assistive virtual fixtures during teleoperation. Our
specific goal is to facilitate teleoperation with large time delays,
such as the delay of several seconds that occurs with ground-
based control of robotic systems in earth orbit. The virtual
fixtures give immediate visual feedback and motion guidance to
the operator, while the remote slave performs motions consistent
with those constraints. This approach is suitable for tasks
in unstructured environments, such as servicing of existing
on-orbit spacecraft that were not designed for servicing. We
conducted a pilot study by teleoperating a remote slave robot
for a thermal barrier blanket cutting task using virtual fixtures
with and without time delay. The results show that virtual
fixtures reduce the time required to complete the task while
also eliminating significant manipulation errors, such as tearing
the blanket. The improvement in performance is especially
dramatic when a simulated time delay (4 seconds) is introduced.

I. INTRODUCTION

With aging fleets of spacecraft, several space agencies
and commercial collaborators are turning their sights toward
servicing missions to extend the lifespan of satellites. The
successful missions to repair and upgrade spacecraft such
as the Hubble Space Telescope and the International Space
Station have demonstrated the value of servicing valuable
assets in Low Earth Orbit (LEO) by astronauts [1]. Beyond
LEO, aging satellites occupy valuable orbital slots while
defective ones represent hazards for other spacecraft in Geo-
stationary Earth Orbits (GEO) where human presence is cur-
rently not possible. Furthermore, most decommissioned GEO
satellites were not designed for servicing, making them less
suitable for servicing by autonomous systems. One solution
to address this challenge is to provide servicing capabilities
with teleoperated robotic spacecraft. For satellites in GEO,
however, teleoperation from earth involves time delays due
to signal transmission and routing that can vary between one
and six seconds and time delays of this magnitude are known
to impede teleoperation performance [16].

This paper proposes a framework to address the problem
of telerobotic execution of tasks during satellite servicing,
subjected to perceptible time delays. Examples of such tasks
include the removal of the multi-layer insulation (MLI) blan-
ket that covers the service port, the removal and reattachment
of fasteners and the reapplication of the MLI flap. In this
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Fig. 1. MLI flap covering a fuel receptacle.

paper, we concentrate on the task of removing the MLI
blanket flap that covers a fuel receptacle by cutting the
tape around the flap on three sides, as illustrated in Fig. 1,
without cutting any part of the MLI or causing damage to the
spacecraft. As our main contribution, our approach combines
elements of augmented reality for visualization with virtual
fixtures for guiding the motion during the teleoperation.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In a typical teleoperation task, the master arm (which
the operator holds) and the remote arm (which mimics the
operator’s actions) are connected via a continuous closed
loop control. For bilateral teleoperation, forces sensed at the
slave site are fed back to the master arm, which gives the op-
erator the telepresence of working directly at the remote site.
However, even small to medium delays of tens to hundreds of
milliseconds can cause force feedback teleoperation systems
to become unstable [8]. Furthermore, the typical operator
adopts a “move-and-wait” strategy where the operator repeat-
edly makes small motions and relies primarily on delayed
visual feedback from the remote environment to determine
the effects of each motion, thus significantly increasing task
completion time [4]. Control methods based on maintaining
passivity under delay [3] or wave variable transformations
of force and motion [13] can achieve stability but are useful
for delays under one second. For delays of several seconds,
the supervisory control approach proposes that the operator
assume a supervisory role, issuing high-level goal specifi-
cations and intervening to correct errors, while the remote
robot implements these high-level commands by closing a
loop local to itself with no effects of time delay and reports
back the task completion status (success or error) at sparse
time intervals. This approach suffers from difficulties in
automating low-level physical interaction between the robot
and the environment at the remote site [16].
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Teleprogramming [15][5] extended earlier supervisory
control techniques and insulates the operator from the com-
munication delays by automatically issuing a sequence of
elementary motion commands, based on the operator’s action
in the simulated environment, to the remote slave robot.
Several free space motions and several contact, sliding and
pivoting motions can be generated from parsing the opera-
tor’s interaction with the simulated environment. However,
the complexity of motion commands is limited by the
difficulty of understanding operator intent and of accurately
modeling the environment. The model-mediated approach
[12] attempts to build and update a simplified model of
the unknown remote environment, and allow the operator
to interact with this simplified model with force feedback.
Our approach is related to these.

Fig. 2. Control Architecture Concept

We propose the approach of enabling an operator to
interactively define complex motion constraints specific to
the task, also known as virtual fixtures [10], and to modify
the parameters of the virtual fixture models, by using an
augmented environment composed of the delayed visual
feedback, the graphical models of the remote scene and
the virtual fixture models used for the task, as shown in
Fig. 2. In effect, we assume that the remote environment
does not change or deform and that the registration between
the remote slave and the remote environment is accurately
known, as described in section IV-C. However, in cases
where the environment is slowly or infrequently changing,
Fig. 2 also shows the use of remote sensing to dynamically
update the virtual fixture models, first on the slave side
and then (after the unavoidable time delay) on the master
side, where the operator can both see and feel the results
without time delay. This is consistent with model-mediated
teleoperation, though we note that our approach will support
bi-directional model updates (e.g., by the operator via the
augmented reality interface and by the remote system via
sensor feedback). We are currently integrating a force sensor
on the slave robot to enable these capabilities.

III. TECHNICAL APPROACH

As with most robotics applications that involve a robot
interacting with its environment, it is imperative to avoid
damaging the robot, its tool or the spacecraft by exerting
excessive forces or generating erratic motions. For tele-
operation in medical robotics, a strategy often used in
surgeries to avoid similar problems is to use virtual fixtures
[6][11][18]. A virtual fixture performs a function analogous
to that of a physical fixture and can be adjusted in a virtual
environment at run time. For example, a virtual fixture that
constrains a robot to move along a straight line is analogous
to the use of a physical ruler to draw a straight line. Thus, the
purpose of virtual fixtures is to help an operator to perform
a robot-assisted manipulation task by limiting its movement
to a given workspace (Forbidden Region Virtual Fixture)
and/or influencing its motion along a desired path (Guidance
Virtual Fixture)[2]. Using virtual fixtures in the context of
a teleoperation task results in a system that combines the
accuracy of a robotic system and the expertise of human
operators with improved safety and efficiency. This synergy
is especially important for systems with large time delays
because the virtual fixture can either be applied on the master,
where there is no time delay [14] or it can be uploaded to the
slave robot’s controller, in which case it is not affected by
the time delay. At the master console, the operator receives
immediate simulated visual and kinesthetic feedback and has
an enhanced telepresence and localization of the remote site.
Kapoor, et al. [10] presented a general constrained motion
control form for virtual fixture based geometric tasks, such as
“stay above a plane”, “move along a line”, and “rotate about
a point”, that can be combined using different operators to
provide assistance for complex manipulation tasks. However,
the system focuses on the integration of virtual fixtures in the
robot control loop but lacks libraries of geometric primitives
and a graphical user interface to interactively instantiate and
configure each virtual fixture.

Our approach allows the human operator to instantiate
and compose virtual fixtures from primitives contained in a
library within an interactive environment. The environment
is rendered in a master console that is composed of a stereo
display and a back-drivable robot arm capable of force
feedback.

A. Virtual Fixtures for Teleoperation with Time Delay

As the operator performs a small motion in the virtual en-
vironment, the virtual fixture controller computes an optimal
incremental motion �xc based on the operator’s desired in-
cremental motion �x, which has rotational and translational
components, �xr and �xp, respectively. The computation
of �xc is expressed as a quadratic constrained optimization
problem where each virtual fixture is represented by a linear
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(a) Plane constraint (b) Line constraint

Fig. 3. Virtual fixtures geometry models. x0
t is the desired tool tip position

at time step t + �t. �xp is the operator’s desired incremental motion at
the master.

inequality constraint[10].

min
�xc

���xc ��x

��2 (1)

s.t.

h1(�x

c

) < 0
...

hN (�x

c

) < 0

where h1, . . . , hN represent the constraints of N virtual
fixtures.

The optimal incremental motion �xc, which is subject
to the defined virtual fixture constraints, is then executed
remotely on the remote slave arms. The operator receives
immediate visual and haptic feedback from the model from
the virtual fixture constrained model-based simulation.

B. Augmented Reality for Virtual Fixture Modeling
In our blanket cutting task, the 3D augmented environment

is composed of the delayed visual feedback, the graphical
models of the satellite and the virtual fixtures used for
the task. The 3D model of a satellite can be obtained by
either using data provided by its manufacturer or by using
a range sensor from the docking spacecraft. The model is
registered in the coordinate system of the remote arm and
overlaid in the augmented reality environment. Using the
virtual environment, the operator instantiates the necessary
virtual fixtures and adjusts their geometric parameters. In this
“master-as-mouse” mode, the remote slave arm is “clutched”
from the master arm and the operator only interacts with the
virtual environment.

For the planar virtual fixture, the nominal behavior is to
keep the remote robot’s tool frame position, xt, above the
plane ⇧ that has the normal direction n pointing to the free
half space and passing through point p, see Fig. 3(a). The
tool is free to move in the free half space, proportional to the
operator incremental motion, �x, in position and orientation.
For the line virtual fixture, the behavior is to keep the tool
position xt on line L which has the direction l and passes
through point p, while allowing the tool to move along L
proportional to the operator input �x, as shown in Fig. 3(b).
For each primitive, the operator also defines a small positive
tolerance value, ✏, that serves as an absolute bound for
deviation from the nominal behavior. For our experiments,
we used values between 1e-2 and 1e-4.

Fig. 4. Cross section view of the satellite surface. The cutter must make
an incision and slide along the flap without cutting the MLI blanket or
damaging the satellite. Planar virtual fixtures ensure that the cutter remains
within a reasonable cutting height.

For a task such as cutting the tape around an MLI flap, the
operator can avoid applying excessive force on the spacecraft
and pulling on the MLI by constraining the motion of
the slave between two planes parallel to the surface that
are defined by two planar virtual fixtures as illustrated in
Fig. 4. The operator can drag and rotate the 3D interactive
manipulators (IMs), or control markers associated with the
geometry object, thereby applying rigid body transformations
to the geometry associated with each virtual fixture (see
Fig. 5). The associated geometric parameters, such as plane
normal n and point p can be extracted. The operator can add
or remove the specifications for virtual fixtures on the fly. The
virtual fixtures are formulated mathematically as inequality
constraints in an optimization problem.

Fig. 5. Virtual fixture modeling interface showing delayed video overlaid
on top of registered model, and IMs for manipulating virtual fixtures in the
modeling environment.

For the planar virtual fixture defined by a plane ⇧, we
define the inequality constraint

h⇧(�x) = n

T · ((xt � x⇧) +�xp)� ✏ < 0 (2)

where x⇧ is the closest point on plane ⇧ to xt. For the line
virtual fixture defined by a reference line in 3D space, given
by L : L(s) = p + l · s, s 2 R, we define the inequality
constraint

hL(�x) =
��((xt � xL) +�xp)) k ⇧L

��� ✏ < 0 (3)

where v k ⇧L represents the projection of vector v onto the
plane ⇧L that is perpendicular to line L. xL is the closest
point on the line.

After the parameter specifications are completed, the VF
algorithm generates constraints and then combines them in
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an optimization problem, and solves for �xc, the optimal
incremental motion at each iteration, as in equation (1).

IV. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

A. Telerobotics System
We have created a testbed for exploring telerobotic on-

orbit servicing of spacecraft. The testbed consists of a
modified da Vinci R� robot system master console [7]
and a slave manipulator, using a Whole Arm Manipulator
(WAM) robot at the Johns Hopkins University’s Laboratory
for Computational Sensing and Robotics (LCSR). The WAM
robot is a 7 degree-of-freedom serial robot from Barrett
Technologies, Inc.

The master console is built around two Master-Tele-
Manipulators (MTMs) and a stereo display console from
a da Vinci Classic Surgical System provided by Intuitive
Surgical, Inc. The commercial version of the da Vinci is a
clinically approved telerobotic system for Minimally Invasive
Surgery. Each MTM is a cable driven 7-DoF serial robot
with a redundant wrist mechanism for Cartesian motion
input. Through custom electronics hardware and software
(based on cisst/SAW) [9], we have created a modified system
which gave us direct access to low-level joint control and
we have implemented new features such as haptic feed-
back. Our control software relies heavily on the concept
of component-based system design, where each component
has well-defined interfaces for joint-level or Cartesian-level
control, for example. As a result, we can quickly prototype
new system configurations, by connecting the master arm to
any one of the remote slaves at run-time, see Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Software System Components

B. Delay Components
The stereo video is obtained by two Flea cameras (Point

Grey, Inc.), in a calibrated stereo-vision system. We used
software components to simulate the time delay (typically 2-
7 seconds) by buffering the stereo video and telemetry data
from the remote slave. The amount of time delay can be
adjusted at run time.

C. Registration
We register the coordinate systems of the remote slave to

an MLI blanket covered aluminum plate, which serves as
the mockup of the fuel receptacle of a satellite. After this
registration, the virtual geometrical model of the satellite is
shown in the coordinate system of the remote slave, and the

(a) da Vinci master console. (b) WAM slave with cutter,
two Flea2 and one Bumble-
bee2.

Fig. 7. JHU robots for teleoperation MLI cutting.

operator can use the satellite model as a guide to interactively
place plane or line virtual fixtures. We also calibrate the
stereo-vision system on the remote slave, in order to perform
video-to-model augmented reality overlay.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have implemented and tested the teleoperation system
using the da Vinci master console (Fig. 7(a)) and the Barrett
WAM robot (Fig. 7(b)) described in Section IV. The vision
system mounted on the WAM consists of two Point Grey
Research Flea2 cameras and one Bumblebee2 stereo camera.
The blade of the cutter is mounted on the end effector of the
WAM, with one rapid prototyped part designed to act as a
“mechanical fuse” to avoid damaging the blade. The satellite
surface is represented by a 20 cm2 aluminum plate that is
covered with MLI. A small 15 cm2 MLI flap is taped on
top of the plate to represent the fuel hatch. To evaluate the
performance of our system we compare the results of the
following experiments:

1) Unassisted teleoperation, with no time delay.
2) Unassisted teleoperation, with 4 second delay.
3) Virtual fixture-based teleoperation, with no time delay.
4) Virtual fixture-based teleoperation, with 4 second time

delay.
Our virtual fixture-based teleoperation scenarios include a
single line or a pair of planes.

The task consists of cutting one side of the plate and
comparing results based on the time of completion, deviation
from a straight line trajectory and damage done to the MLI.
The plate was laid in the X-Y plane of the slave coordinate
system and the task consisted of cutting the tape along the
Y axis with direction y =

⇥
0 1 0

⇤T . For each experiment
the tool was moved close to a start corner on the plate
to provide consistent initial conditions for the experiments.
From there, the operator had to make an incision in the tape
and slide the blade along the surface of the plate to cut the
tape. For experiments using virtual fixtures, the operator had
to manually adjust the position of each fixture in the virtual
environment before starting the cut. The time for adjustments
is not included in our results, as it is expected to be minimal
with a well-implemented user interface.
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(a) No delay. (b) 4 second delay.

Fig. 8. Cutting with no virtual fixture.

(a) No delay. (b) 4 seconds delay.

Fig. 9. Cutting with two planar virtual fixtures.

A. Unassisted teleoperation

In our first set of experiments, an operator was asked to
cut one side of the tape around the MLI flap without any
assistance. In the first experiment, no delay was injected
in the system other than the unavoidable delays caused by
video frame grabbing, processing and local area network
communications, which amounts to less than half a second.
The resulting trajectory of the experiment is reported in Fig.
8(a). In the second experiment, a four second delay was
injected and the resulting trajectory is illustrated in Fig. 8(b).

A striking observation from the figures is the amount of
time required to execute the task in the presence of time
delay. While the task without time delay took approximately
8 minutes, the same task with time delay took over 30
minutes and resulted in severe damage to the MLI flap (Fig.
11(a)). In fact, most of the cutting during the experiments
with time delay resulted in tearing the MLI. We also fit
a 3D line through the cutter’s trajectory data points. The
parameters of the line were estimated by total least squares
(TLS) [17] and the direction of the line is reported in Table
I. The TLS only considers the 3D position of the cutter
such that the orientation of the cutter is not considered by
the optimiztion. While the expected direction of the cutting
trajectory is d =

⇥
0 1 0

⇤T these results suggest that the
direction of the trajectories deviate by 26� and 38�.

TABLE I
ESTIMATED DIRECTION OF CUTTING TRAJECTORY

d

T
arccos(d

T · y)
Unassisted (0 sec)

⇥
0.4337 0.8978 �0.0759

⇤
26.1296�

Unassisted (4 sec)
⇥
�0.6061 0.7829 0.1402

⇤
38.4731�

Planes (0 sec)
⇥
�0.3828 0.9179 0.1045

⇤
23.3790�

Planes (4 sec)
⇥
�0.0077 0.9945 �0.1048

⇤
6.0120�

Line (0 sec)
⇥
0.1263 0.9892 �0.0743

⇤
8.4283�

Line (4 sec)
⇥
�0.0180 0.9988 0.0448

⇤
2.8072�

(a) No delay. (b) 4 seconds delay.

Fig. 10. Cutting with one line virtual fixture.

(a) No virtual fixture. (b) With line virtual fixture.

Fig. 11. Cut results with 4 second delay.

B. Virtual Fixture Teleoperation: Planes
The second set of experiments considered using two planar

virtual fixtures to constrain the position along the Z axis
between both planes. Before executing the task, the operator
adjusted the height of the planes to squeeze the tool between
the lower and upper planes. To make the initial incision in
the tape, the height of the lower plane must allow the tool
to push on the surface to avoid gliding over the tape with
the cutter. We repeated the experiment of section V-A with
these fixtures and present the resulting trajectories in Fig. 9.
The first observation is that with no time delay, the plane
virtual fixtures only reduced the task completion time by
30 seconds. The direction of the best fit line (Table I) also
improved by deviating from the ideal line by 23� instead
of 28�. The main improvement, however, occurs in the time
delay scenario, where the unaided time of 33 minutes was
reduced to less than 9 minutes by the addition of the virtual
fixture. Our results indicate that when using virtual fixtures,
the completion time is essentially independent of the time
delay (at for the time delays we tested). Furthermore, the
direction of the line that best fits the trajectory deviates from
the ideal trajectory by only 6� instead of 38�. Finally, and
significantly, there were no tears of the MLI when using the
virtual planes.

C. Virtual Fixture Teleoperation: Line
For the line virtual fixtuer experient, the cutter was placed

near the flap where the virtual line was adjusted and acti-
vated. The resulting trajectories presented in Fig. 10 illustrate
that the task, irrespective of time delays, was accomplished
in less than 4 minutes which represents a 57% improvement
over the experiments in V-B and, when time delays are
injected, a 90% improvement. The virtual lines also improved
the accuracy of the trajectory (Table I). The lines that best
fit the trajectories only deviate from the ideal line by 8� and
2�. The MLI was left intact in both tests, as illustrated in
Fig. 11(b).
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VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We have developed a testbed for exploring telerobotic on-
orbit servicing tasks on spacecraft, motivated by our ongoing
research in telerobotic surgery. Our initial task is to make a
precise incision in the tape that fastens a flap of MLI blanket
on the satellite, using a tool that bears some resemblance
to a scalpel. We further note that most satellites currently
in orbit have not been designed for servicing, much as the
human body has not been designed to facilitate surgery.

Our testbed consists of a modified da Vinci master console,
which we use to teleoperate various robots at JHU, NASA
Goddard, and WVU. Compared to a typical surgical scenario,
teleoperation of robots in space introduces significant time
delays and bandwidth constraints. We implemented software
components to simulate time delays of telemetry and video.
We do not yet consider bandwidth constraints, which may
reduce the quality (resolution) of video feedback unless they
can be overcome by image compression methods or future
improvements to the communication infrastructure.

The key contribution of our work is the development of
an augmented reality framework that enables the operator to
design and implement assistive fixtures when confronted with
an unknown task in an unstructured environment unsuitable
for autonomous systems. Although motivated by our research
in medical robotics (where we extensively use virtual fixtures
and augmented reality overlays), this framework represents
a new development in either domain.

We have conducted a pilot study by teleoperating the
WAM robot for an MLI cutting task using virtual fixtures
with and without time delay. The results show that virtual fix-
tures reduce the time required to complete the task while also
eliminating significant adverse events, such as tearing the
MLI. The improvement in performance is especially dramatic
when a simulated time delay (4 seconds) is introduced. These
results, however, relied on the perfect placement of the virtual
fixtures, which was enabled by an accurate registration of the
robot with respect to the satellite mockup. Our current work
includes the use of sensor feedback (e.g., force sensing) at
the remote site to update the placement of the virtual fixtures,
as shown in the lower left of Fig. 2.

In summary, we note that presently it is virtually impos-
sible to perform complex manipulation tasks with robotic
manipulators in unstructured environments. While the highly
structured known environment of the assembly line has
enabled successful robotic automation of structured manipu-
lation tasks in manufacturing, robotics has had comparatively
little impact in less structured manipulation tasks such as
surgery and machine assembly/disassembly/repair due to
the uncertainty arising in these tasks and environments.
By combining human strengths in reasoning and high-level
strategy with machine capabilities in information fusion,
task planning, and simulation, we can manage uncertainty
and achieve successful human-robot partnerships to perform
complex tasks in uncertain environments that were previ-
ously considered impractical or infeasible.
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